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 By careful study of the best and latest standards, Purity is the only instrument workstation / sound module that lets you hear the true potential of what an iPad can do, with a state of the art low latency audio engine that is the secret to its success. Purity is built on the foundation of more than 20 years of building and improving Mac Audio Workstations and the latest PCM Sound Module / ROMpler
sound modules. Built around the Mac OS X Lion full time audio engine, Purity is the most advanced audio and MIDI instrument workstation / sound module on the market. Since the Mac Audio Engine is the core part of Purity, it gives Purity the highest performance and highest quality in the industry and well above the standard of most other audio workstations and sound modules. Furthermore, by
using the Mac Audio Engine, Purity is the most efficient of all the competing products and our custom software engine shows off the true potential of what a Mac can do. Purity was first released as a digital audio workstation to capture and edit audio for use with iPad, iPhone and iPod touch. With Purity, the user can capture and edit the highest quality audio possible. Purity has been designed with
the most experienced engineers to make the best use of the latest technologies and design decisions. Purity is a Mac OS X Lion full time audio engine that uses the latest G4 and G5 Mac Mini, MacBook Pro and Mac Pro to do more than any other product. It is the first and only fully featured digital audio workstation / sound module / sound module / ROMpler to offer complete capture and editing

with a Mac. Purity works with Apple’s new iPhone, iPod touch and iPad as well as most other music makers. With Purity, iPad can become your perfect recording and editing tool. Purity is also compatible with Apple’s latest Mac mini, MacBook Pro and MacBook Air with the newest Mac OS X Lion. With Purity, you can now work on the iPad with your Mac or PC as one connected computer. Purity
is the first Mac Audio Engine music software available for iPad and iPhone. Purity can be used as a Mac Audio Engine sound module / ROMpler for PC and Mac users alike. It is the only professional digital audio workstation / sound module / ROMpler that can be used as a Mac Audio Engine sound module / ROMpler for PC and Mac users to easily access high quality sound module / ROMpler

sound module / ROMpler recording and editing from 82157476af
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